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SAP Data Warehouse Cloud Customer Use Cases

#1 Business Empowerment

• increase self-service and agility for business users and ease the access to  data

• Creation of a central semantic layer across a multitude of data sources – integrating data from diverse sources into 

one consistent high-quality perspective with consistent reusable semantics and business terms that can be shared 

across the business 

#2 Openness

• Robust access layer cross various sources (SAP and non-SAP)

• Higher flexibility of data transformation (ETL, ELT, Data Intelligence)

• SAP ERP customers with no BW or no EDW in place (corporate memory) or need to integrate many/large Non-SAP 

data sources

#3 SAP Integration

• Seamless built-in access to SAP applications ( S/4, BW etc.)  - DWC as backbone for powering the Intelligent 

Enterprise

• Deep SAC integration

Organizations take different approaches to modernize their data warehousing architecture. Instead of a “big bang”, many 
companies decide to gradually transform their data architecture and enable additional use cases over time. Reasons for DWC:



SAP Data Warehouse Cloud | References & Use Cases

Accelerates real-time finance 

analytics with S/4, DWC, and SAC
Achieves agile decision making with 

DWC, SAC, and Digital Boardroom

Empowers finance with profitability 

insights via S/4, DWC, BOBJ, and SAC
Accelerates analytics across lines 

of business with S/4 and DWC

Optimize marketing with 

Marketing Cloud, DWC, and SAC

Optimizes Supply Chain 

with ECC, DWC, and SAC

Empowers Sales with enterprise 

data with S/4, BW/4, DWC, and SAC

Simplifies data landscape with 

S/4, SuccessFactors, Concur, 

DWC, and SAC BI & Planning

Empowers business users with data 

access with BW/4, DWC, and SAC

Builds a resilient Supply Chain 

with ECC, BW7.5, DWC, and SAC

Connects global data for a single source 

of truth with BW/4, DWC, and SAC

Deploys a uniform reporting platform 

with S/4, DWC, and SAC

BUSINESS 

EMPOWERMENT

SAP 

INTEGRATION

OPENNESS



“We used SAP Analytics Cloud and SAP Data Warehouse Cloud to improve 

efficiency, performance, and intelligence. Together, these two solutions helped us 

transform our data capabilities throughout the company. We needed to bring 

together all our existing systems and ensure that the right end-users could easily 

access the data they needed. SAP Data Warehouse Cloud was the perfect solution 

to transform our data architecture without a heavy investment.”

Markus Hartmann

IT Project Management Lead at Porsche

Lacked efficiency when utilizing multiple 

spreadsheets to extract and analyze data

Manual process meant that preparing for 

sales meetings could take days and slow 

down the closing of deals.

Data was siloed in multiple sources

Consolidated all data sources into one end-to-

end data to analytics solution, SAP Data 

Warehouse Cloud

Connected non-SAP data (S3, MS SQL Server, 

Oracle, DynamoDB, Fileshares) with SAP data

(BW/4HANA)

Gained a broader view of sales data and 

accelerated the closing of deals with all the 

information presented in one SAP Analytics 

Cloud dashboard

Cut prep time for sales meetings from days to a 

mere hours

PAIN POINT SOLUTION

Data is an essential part of Porsche’s mission of intelligent innovation. To get the most out of their data, 
Porsche successfully modernized their entire data landscape with SAP. First, they deployed SAP Analytics Cloud to 
streamline sales data for their global network of dealerships. Now, with SAP Data Warehouse Cloud, they 
brought data-driven capabilities to the rest of the organization.

For more details check out the blog on Porsche and SAP Data Warehouse Cloud 

CUSTOMER

STORIES:

SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

3000

Reduced >6

analytics users

prep time for sales 

calls from days to 

hours

non-SAP sources 

connected by 2022

Classification: Externally Available

https://saphanajourney.com/data-warehouse-cloud/customer-stories/porsche-extends-sap-bw-4hana-to-the-cloud/


SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

Milcobel is a Belgian dairy cooperative that collects, 

processes and commercializes milk from 2,400 dairy farms. To 

better understand their business and gain profitability insights 

into their factories, they implemented SAP S/4HANA, SAP 

Data Warehouse Cloud, and SAP Analytics Cloud.

With the new set up, SAP is helping us break down 

organizational silos and collaborate better. With the 

openness and flexibility provided by SAP Business 

Technology Platform we can drive future innovations to be 

more data-driven.

Tim Van Overstraeten, Business Intelligence Analyst at Milcobel

“

• Data siloed across seven different factories

• Legacy data and analytics solutions slowing down 

projects

• Manual blending of data 

• Lack of single source of truth preventing 

management from making accurate decisions 

backed by data

• Replaced 3rd party ERP with SAP S/4HANA

• Implemented SAP Data Warehouse Cloud and 

SAP Analytics Cloud as the unified data & 

analytics environment

• Single source of truth and simplified access to all enterprise data

• Agile decision making with real-time interactive dashboards with profitability breakdown for each factory

• Improved insights for top management 

• Empowered business users with self-service analytics

• Replicated historical data in SAP DWC, reduced storage requirements and improved performance

CHALLENGES SOLUTION

OUTCOMES

97+% 2 months
from kick-off to go-livestorage savings after 

compression

115
analytics users

SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

Consumption in SAP Analytics Cloud
Consumption in SAP Business Objects 

Web Intelligence

SAP Data 
Sources

Other Data 
Sources

Federated and Replicated 
Data Integration 

S/4HANA

Flat File 
Upload

Real-time 
Replication
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Customer Business Challenges

Self-service data management

The business analysts at this company are highly reliant on the IT 

department to integrate and provide data to provide reporting capabilities. 

Business has little means to manage these tasks themselves, or they are too 

complex. Therefore, this company was looking for a solution where the 

business is empowered to access any data and perform any analysis 

themselves.

Integrated reporting

This company has different source systems spread over different regions, 

cloud and on-prem, SAP and non-SAP. A lot of the data integration and 

harmonization was being done in spreadsheets which was effort intensive 

and error prone. Therefore they were looking for a solution that can connect 

easily to all these source applications and integrate the data in one place.

Worldwide retail and online sales

DWC Use Case: data integration and 

self-service data modeling and reporting

Key Products

■ SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

■ SAP Analytics Cloud

Result

Customer result

• “With SAP Data Warehouse Cloud we are able to combine 

Wholesale Data from SAP, Online Sales from our digital 

system, Retail data from PoS system (stores) and lastly 

flatfiles to get a global overview of our sales figures. This 

occurs on daily basis and is accepted as a single point of 

truth.”

• The business analysts from this company successfully built 

their own data integration models and reports

• Most important source systems, SAP and non-SAP, cross-

region, and cloud and on-prem, are successfully 

connected

• Less pressure on IT

International Lifestyle Goods Manufacturer  – Insight into Global Sales with SAP Data 

Warehouse Cloud
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CUSTOMER
STORIES:

“At PwC, our best asset is our people. Now, our people are even more efficient thanks to SAP 
Data Warehouse Cloud. Connecting all this data from around the world has had an 
enormous impact on our business users.”

Stefan Frühauf

Partner and Global and Leadership Team Member at PwC

SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

PwC works with nearly every company on the Fortune 500 and tens of thousands of others to provide audit, 
assurance, consulting, and tax services. PwC prides itself on solving important problems, and data is an integral part 
of the problem-solving process. The data generated from all of their service lines is as essential as it is sensitive. 
That's why they need to be able to access data easily and securely.

For more details check out the blog on PwC and SAP Data Warehouse Cloud 

“For us, the most important feature is the data building capabilities. This will make the 
consolidation, harmonization, and understanding of the different data sources from around 
the world possible. Getting all this data together will allow us to get insights we are looking 

for on our own business.”

Julia Merscheid
Associate, Data and Analytics at PwC

Siloed databases for offices in 150+ countries

Many different systems in place from various 
vendors

Slow and inefficient manual data harmonization 
to find insights

Use semantic (business) layer to bring previously 
siloed data together in a way that is easy for users to 
understand for analytical purposes

Elimination of duplication and replication

SAP Data Warehouse Cloud business modeler makes 
proof of concept in 48-hours possible

3x faster provisioning of data 

PAIN POINT SOLUTION

https://saphanacloudservices.com/data-warehouse-cloud/customer-stories/how-pwc-connects-data-globally-with-sap-data-warehouse-cloud/
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PwC: E Account Reporting today
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PwC: Starting Point

E Account Reporting

How it works

• Brings together all relevant client 
information from different 
territories and Lines of Service

• Provides one harmonized report 
for the responsible partner

Current challenges

• A lot of manual effort 

• Long processing time

• Duplicates data

• Many tools

DW DW DW DW DW DW

Manual export and send via mail

Controlling

Manual consolidation, 

harmonization and transformation

Central Controlling

Manual data enrichment and 

visualization

Manual export and send via mail

Salesforce
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SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

PwC: SAP Data Warehouse Cloud to improve the process

How we benefit from 
SAP Data Warehouse 
Cloud

• No flat files send across Europe

• No recurring manual effort for 
harmonization, transformation and 
consolidation

• Fast implementation

• Real-time reporting 

• Live connection to source system 
and no duplicate data

• Easy to extend

• Security

DW DW DW DW DW DW

Data Builder

Auto consolidation, 

harmonization and transformation

Embedded SAC

State-of-the-art visualizations

Live connection to source systems

Sales-

force
Adverity
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PwC: E Account Reporting with SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

Connect with source systems Prepare and transform Data Merge Data Visualize

Salesforce
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PwC: Integrate Salesforce Data with Adverity and SAP Data Warehouse Cloud



SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

Quadpack is a global provider of hybrid packaging solutions for 

the beauty industry. To streamline their analytics and empower 

regions to make faster decisions, Quadpack simplified its 

existing data landscape with SAP Data Warehouse Cloud uniting 

all their data sources into one central access layer. They now 

have real-time data access and lean reporting with SAP 

Analytics Cloud.

With SAP Data Warehouse Cloud and SAP Analytics Cloud 

combined we’re ready for anything. We have all our data 

sources united in the cloud. All our regions are happy to have 

real-time data access that will enable them to generate 

insights and react quickly for the benefit of our entire 

business.

Jordi Ambros, Business Intelligence Expert at Quadpack

“

• Lack of single access point to data spread across 

five different ERP systems 

• IT burdened with request for data from business 

users

• Lengthy manual process to consolidate data

• Consolidated ERP systems into SAP 

S/4HANA Cloud 

• SAP S/4HANA Cloud data replicated in real 

time

• Deployed SAP Data Warehouse Cloud and 

SAP Analytics Cloud to unify data & analytics 

environment

• Single point of truth to centralize all data, regardless of the source

• Self-service modelling capabilities to empower business users

• Real-time dashboards to reduce wait-time for global offices

CHALLENGES SOLUTION

OUTCOMES

Real-time
data access 

and reporting

Reduction
in reporting from weeks 

to minutes

100
users of analytics



SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

MBCC Group, a recent spin off from BASF, set out to build a 

data environment from the ground up with SAP Data Warehouse 

Cloud as the foundation for their analytics landscape. With SAP 

S/4HANA, SAP SuccessFactors, and Salesforce connected in 

one solution, the company accelerates analytics across lines of 

business.

With a single source of truth, employees no longer have to 

manually access and extract data from dozens of different 

systems. This has cut down the time needed to start new 

analytics projects by days. With our data united in a single 

solution, we gained quick access to data and can accelerate 

our business outcomes. 

Ines Marcos, Specialist Global Controlling & Reporting, MBCC Group

“

• Data silos, global SAP S/4HANA, SAP 

SuccessFactors, Salesforce, and 25 regional SAP 

Business One instances

• Historical data from BASF extracted from 

BW/4HANA via flat files

• Lengthy manual process to get approval and 

access to data, thus delayed decisions

• All data connected in SAP Data Warehouse 

Cloud for a single source of truth and central 

access point for data

• Salesforce connected to SAP DWC via 

Adverity

• Single source of truth, regardless of the data source

• Leverage existing investment in Power BI and knowledge to empower business users

• Remove data silos

CHALLENGES SOLUTION

OUTCOMES

Reduction
in reporting from weeks 

to days

Single
Source of truth

20
Interactive dashboards



CUSTOMER
STORIES:

SAP Data Warehouse Cloud
PAIN POINT SOLUTION

Hyundai Elevator is a market leading manufacturer of elevators, escalators, and moving walkways. The company is 

at the forefront of innovation and offers a wide breadth of services from manufacturing, installation, and 

maintenance. To simplify its data landscape with centralized data and provide self-service analytics, Hyundai 

Elevator adopted SAP Data Warehouse Cloud and SAP Analytics Cloud 

Overly complex data landscape with data siloed 
in different regions, and scattered across flat 
files, external databases, and a mix of SAP and 
non-SAP systems

Different departments and regions had their own 
SAP ECC and SAP SRM systems

No single source of truth so the organization 
struggled with unreliable data. Employees didn't 
know if the data was correct or up-to-date

Limited data access meant data had to be 
requested and sent by email as an attachment. 
This cemented departmental data silos, created 
error-prone duplicates, and delayed new 
analytics projects.

Simplified data landscape, centralized data sources 
for a single source of truth

No more data silos. External data sources, ERP 
systems, and SRM systems centralized to create one 
robust data layer

Spaces provide isolated environments where 
business users can model company data or upload 
and integrate local data, like CSV files 

SAP Data Warehouse Cloud handles data modeling 
so projects run faster and no longer burden the ERP 
systems.

Business users empowered with self-service so 
analytics projects can start instantly. Seamlessly 
integrated SAP Analytics Cloud provides 
visualizations, analysis, and reporting. 

“With our platform now integrated via SAP Unified Data and Analytics we are able to give 
data purpose. This end-to-end data management and analytics solution allowed us to unite 
our data sources, elevate our data, and champion our next steps towards our data journey. 

Thanks to SAP Business Technology Platform, our data is centralized, easy to access, and 
analyze to achieve rapid business outcomes.”

Jeansu Byun 
IT Innovation Manager at Hyundai Elevator



SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

The San Jose Sharks set out to understand the impact of their 

marketing and communications efforts on fan sentiment and 

ticket sales. To achieve this, they united their data sources with 

SAP Data Warehouse Cloud and provided 360-degree reporting 

on marketing efforts via SAP Analytics Cloud. 

“SAP Business Technology Platform, specifically SAP Data 

Warehouse Cloud and SAP Analytics Cloud solutions, has 

completely transformed our marketing. We can find 

patterns in our data and focus our resources on campaigns 

that need them the most. Preventing season ticket holder 

churn is of huge value to not only the Sharks but the entire 

sports industry.”

Neda Tabatabaie, VP, Business Analytics & Technology at San Jose Sharks 

“

• Siloed analysis from marketing data and ticket sales 

• Error-prone and out-of-date reporting due to no 

real-time data connections

• Small IT team burdened with business users 

requests for data

• Deployed SAP Data Warehouse Cloud and SAP 

Analytics Cloud to unify data & analytics 

environment

• Consolidated data from SAP Marketing Cloud, 

SAP Sales Cloud, and ticket sales data in KORE 

• Removed data silos and consolidated data in SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

• Real-time insights help optimize email campaigns and improve marketing ROI

• Easy customer segmentation to identify season ticket holders at risk of not renewing

CHALLENGES SOLUTION

OUTCOMES

37%
expected increase in 

campaign effectiveness

12%
expected increase in 

ticket revenue

20%
projected reduction in 

season ticket holder churn



“Modern cloud-based solutions like SAP DWC are able to provide easy-to-use access even for 
non-IT personnel. At Idorsia we will provide modeling and KPI definition capabilities to key 
users from business departments which will empower us to get more results in less time.”

Marc Schalow
Head of Business & Corporate Systems at Idorsia

Idorsia Pharmaceuticals is a biopharmaceutical company that was spun from Actelion, a Swiss-based biotech 
company, three years ago. The company has developed a cloud first strategy and decided to simplify its data 
landscape with an integrated cloud solution. The goal is to make the enterprise more agile and responsive to changes 
in the market without being stiffened by on premise infrastructure. 

Complex on-premise infrastructure with 
embedded BW in S/4HANA and BPC

Stacked architecture with CDS-views, HANA-
views, and BW Composite Provider / Query in S/4

Prolonged data to insights time

SAP S/4HANA finance and master data virtualized in 
SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

Commercial and procurement data from Coupa and 
Veeva replicated in SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

Business user empowerment with self-service 
modeling capabilities through Spaces, Business Layer, 
and graphical editors

Define and model KPIs for each department with 
reporting in S Analytics Cloud Story

SAP BPC replaced with SAC Planning 

For more details check out the blog on Idorsia and SAP Data Warehouse Cloud 

PAIN POINT SOLUTION
CUSTOMER
STORIES:

SAP Data Warehouse Cloud

650 300 GB

>3

analytics users by Q4 
2021

data stored in DWC over 
time

non-SAP sources 
connected by 2022

Classification: Externally Available

https://saphanacloudservices.com/data-warehouse-cloud/customer-stories/idorsia-simplifies-data-landscape-cloud/

